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(such as Prime Video Watch History), see our Privacy Notice.| Related Movies Stream servers: HLS SERVER Vioza CoStr 0 Rating (0) (No Ratings Yet)Loading... Watch A Nightmare on Elm Street (1984) full movies online gogomovies. Synopsis: On Elm Street, Nancy Thompson and a group of her friends (comprising Tina Gray, Rod Lane and Glen
Lantz) are being tormented by a clawed killer in their dreams named Fred Krueger. Nancy must think quickly, as Fred tries to pick them off one by one. When he has you in your sleep, who is there to save you? Director: Wes Craven Writer: Wes Craven Stars: Heather Langenkamp, Johnny Depp, Robert Englund In Wes Craven's 1984 horror classic
(his eighth film), a repulsive, flame-ravaged figure with razor-sharp appendages suddenly appears in the dreams of four Los Angeles teenagers. It is the ghost of Freddy Krueger, a suspected child murderer killed long ago by the neighborhood parents. Now he's able to exact his bloody vengeance by killing the teens off, one by one, as they sleep.
Finally, just one girl remains. Desperately, she tries to stay awake by every means possible, but even pills and massive amounts of coffee wear off sometime - and when they do, she'll have to battle Freddy for her very life.95 %Rotten tomatoes®Directed by Wes CravenA Nightmare on Elm Street (1984) is available to stream in Australia now on Stan
and Google Play and Apple TV and Prime Video Store and Paramount+. A mysterious man walks into a decrepit boiler room, where he makes a sharp clawed glove. On Elm Street, Nancy Thompson and a group of her friends including Tina Gray, Rod Lane and Glen Lantz are being tormented by a clawed killer in their dreams named Freddy Krueger.
Nancy must think quickly, as Freddy tries to pick off his victims one by one. When he has you in your sleep, who is there to save you? Watch A Nightmare On Elm Street (1984) Online Free A Nightmare On Elm Street (1984) Online Free Where to watch A Nightmare On Elm Street (1984) A Nightmare On Elm Street (1984) movie free online A
Nightmare On Elm Street (1984) free online Cast & crewUser reviewsTriviaTeenager Nancy Thompson must uncover the dark truth concealed by her parents after she and her friends become targets of the spirit of a serial killer with a bladed glove in their dreams, in... Read allTeenager Nancy Thompson must uncover the dark truth concealed by her
parents after she and her friends become targets of the spirit of a serial killer with a bladed glove in their dreams, in which if they die, it kills them in real life.Teenager Nancy Thompson must uncover the dark truth concealed by her parents after she and her friends become targets of the spirit of a serial killer with a bladed glove in their dreams, in
which if they die, it kills them in real life.915User reviews211Critic reviewsMetascore Please rate this video 1-10 Thanks! Your rate is very important for a national rating A Nightmare on Elm Street 7.55 Imdb 7.5 KinoPoisk: 7.6 In the early 1980's, a psychopath named Fred Krueger - known as the Springwood Slasher - murdered several children
with a glove outfitted with straight razor blades attached to the fingers. When a foolish decision by a judge sets Krueger free, an angry mob of parents, whose children he terrorized and murdered, burn Kruger alive in the boiler room where he worked. Years after his death, the living children of the parents responsible for Krueger's death (including
Nancy Thompson, daughter of the police officer who arrested Krueger) experience terrifying nightmares involving a burned man wearing a glove with razor blades on the fingers. The ghost of Fred Krueger haunts their dreams, and when Nancy's best friend Tina dies violently in her sleep during a dream confrontation with Krueger, Nancy realizes she
must find a way to stop the evil psychopath's reign of terror - or never sleep again. A Nightmare on Elm Street 4: The Dream Master USA A Quiet Place Part II USA Train to Busan 2 South Corea Crawl USA, Canada, Serbia L'uomo del labirinto Italy The Lodge USA, United Kingdom, Canada The Room France, Belgium, Luxembourg Doctor Sleep USA,
United Kingdom, Canada Skip to main content 7.41 h 31 min1984X-RayRRentals include 30 days to start watching this video and 48 hours to finish once started.Watch TrailerAdd to Watchlist 12777 global ratingsHow are ratings calculated?Top reviews from the United StatesDana MarieReviewed in the United States on September 10, 2022An
OriginalVerified purchaseTechnoMachinima1996Reviewed in the United States on October 18, 2016After 32 years this movie still holds up quite remarakably!Verified purchaseAll through the 70's and the early 80's there was quite an explosion of great all time classic slasher movies that are both nostalgic and that have great staying power. Such
ones as Texas Chainsaw Massacre, Halloween, and Friday the 13th are among those brilliant classic slashers. Well as those movies had proven themselves in terms of technique involving groundbreaking gore effects as well as killing method, an iconic serial killer, scenes of partying, sex, and nudity, and above had set the stage for all of the notable
cliche's and environment. They also much like this movie spawned a bunch of sequels. Once that whole formula was established, it was truly time for a new and original slasher movie idea and that's where A Nightmare on Elm Street comes through.We get our introduction to child murdering serial killer turned dream demon serial killer Freddy
Krueger. Not alot is known about Freddy as yet but you find out a bit about his history, his glove with sharp claws is his weapon of choice, there's only a little mention of his limitless powers in the dream world, and this movie is one of the few that actually mentions that not only does Freddy get strong eating off his victims fear, but if they're brave
enough they can take it back from Freddy.We get introduced to Nancy Thompson(Heather Langenkamp) a beautiful and unassuming high school student, her wise-cracking boyfriend Glen Lantz(Johnny Depp Pirates of the Caribbean, Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, The Lone Ranger), her beautiful nightmare ridden best friend Christina "Tina" Gray,
and her also wise-cracking boyfriend Rod Lane(Nick Corri).Some Facts About The Film: Wes Craven wrote and directed the movie and was produced by Robert Shaye. The musical score was by Charles Bernstein. The cinematography was by Jacques Haitkin. The production companies are New Line Cinema Media Home Entertainment and Smart Egg
Pictures. It was distributed by New Line Cinema. It was released to theaters on November 9, 1984. It's production budget was $1.8 million and it made $25.5 million at the box office.The special effects to this day still look awesome. Among my top faves are: Freddy's shape showing through the wall, Freddy busting through glass, and Marge's bed
death.While the body count was low, the kills were pretty unique. Tina's ceiling death was not only horrifying but also very different and original at the time of the movie. My most favorite is Glen's death. It was shocking, disgusting, and I have never seen anything like it before.The score is special and quite nerve inducing the way it can sound only
slightly eerie yet calm at first and then frightening as anything.Unfortunately Robert Englund doesn't play Freddy with the sense of humor and sarcasm that he does later on in the series, but it's quite slapstick-y hilarious when Nancy hurts Freddy with her homemade booby traps.The cast are some truly beautiful people: Heather Langenkamp is drop
dead gorgeous(even now) and is just smokin' hot. Amanda Wyss is uniquely beautiful sizzling hot. Johnny Depp and Nick Corri are both strikingly handsome. They all made for two attractive couples.Nancy is an impressive heroine as not only the chaste virgin, but the ordinary girl going from frightened and timid to having solutions to her conflict with
Freddy and her father locking her up, and as a result becomes toughened and somewhat militant in the end.Overall, what Wes Craven created one forward thinking gem of a slasher throwing in a supernatural element as well as a created a serial killer who's tough to beat as he kills you from your dreams straight to reality. Robert Englund of whom
had a small appearance in another great horror movie called Eaten Alive before this, put in one tremendous performance as Freddy Krueger. The main cast are all beautiful people. A couple of the kills were so unique and creative. Freddy is frightening just by not knowing much about him(yet) alone. For anyone who loves a supernatural horror movie,
a unique slasher, or even a creepy yet charismatic serial killer, then this classic mid-80's slasher would be just the ticket. In general this is one very essential slasher that belongs in every horror fans collection as it took great risks and became one brilliant classic in the end.3 people found this helpfulTaheen LopezReviewed in the United States on
September 10, 2008The Original & Still The BestVerified purchaseThis Wes Craven slasher is the one that started it all & sparked the Freddy Krueger phenomenon as well as Wes Craven's movie making career which was also inspired by directors like John Carpenter, George Romero, Stephen King, and Brian De Palma.A NIGHTMARE ON ELM
STREET was set in the fictional Midwestern town of Springwood, Ohio revolves around several teenagers who are killed by the relentless Freddy Kruger(Robert Englund)in their dreams if they fall asleep, thus causing their death in reality with the teenagers Nancy Thompson(Heather Langenkamp), Tina Gray(Amanda Wyss), Glen Lantz(Johnny Depp),
and Rod Lane(Nicholas Cori) all being unaware of the cause of this strange phenomenon since, but their furious vengeful parents hold a dark secret from long ago about Freddy being a convicted child murderer whom they hunted & burned to death and is now manipulating their children to exact his revenge on the neighbors who killed him from
beyond the grave.A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET was released in the Fall of 1984 and was on an estimated budget of $1.8 million which was a sum this film earned back on its first week and was an instant success amassing a total of $25.5 million at the box office.Additionally, Wes Craven's A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET is credited on many
troops found in low-budget horror flicks of the 1970's and 1980's, originating in John Carpenter's HALLOWEEN which had its theatrical release in the Fall of 1978 along with the fact that A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET was the scariest movie since HALLOWEEN back then as well, including the morality play that revolves around sexual promiscuity
in teenagers resulting in their eventual death, leading to the term "slasher film" along with the fact that the creation of the Freddy Krueger character in A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET was also inspired by the Michael Myers character in HALLOWEEN.Unfortunately, this horror flicks sequel A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET-PART II: FREDDY'S
REVENGE didn't do nearly as well as the original since the sequel tanked at the box office during its theatrical release in the Fall of 1985 and was called "The Bummer of the Summer" back in 1986 since Wes Craven refused to be a part of A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET-PART 2 since its director(Jack Sholder)changed the premise of its predecessor
by having Freddy attack people in the waking world instead of murdering them in their dreams, plus Craven didn't like the idea of Freddy manipulating the protagonist into committing the murders either.In addition to why A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET I did so much better than A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET PART II; the reception from most
critics was very negative since much of the criticism of "Freddy's Revenge" in the title of A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET-PART 2 was aimed at the fact that the film while continuing the storyline of A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET I taking on a completely different direction which made Wes Craven's situation with A NIGHTMARE ON ELM
STREET-PART II: FREDDY'S REVENGE very similar to John Carpenter's situation with HALLOWEEN 2 when it was released in theaters back in the Fall of 1981 since Carpenter declined to direct the sequel to his masterpiece HALLOWEEN that was released on Wednesday October 25, 1978 since Carpenter like Craven didn't even want or plan on
making a sequel, which was why HALLOWEEN II didn't come out until 3 years later from its predecessor, despite the fact that HALLOWEEN 2 was an awesome successful flick and sequel that was almost as successful as HALLOWEEN I was, unlike A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET-PART 2, especially since they don't make sequels they way they used
to either.Since John Carpenter refused to direct HALLOWEEN 2 during its theatrical release on Halloween weekend of 1981, the directors position to John Carpenter's HALLOWEEN was given to director Rick Rosenthal who did an awesome job with making HALLOWEEN II virtually identical to its predecessor by making HALLOWEEN 2 conclude
from HALLOWEEN I on the same night which was supposedly Halloween night of 1978 proving to viewers that the nightmare & ordeal with Michael Myers wasn't over yet.Additionally; the success & popularity of A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET eventually led to the inspiration of Wes Craven's future horror flicks like DEADLY FRIEND in the Fall of
1986, SHOCKER in the Fall of 1989, and SCREAM in the Fall of 1996 just like the creation of HALLOWEEN inspired John Carpenter with future flicks like THE FOG in the Winter of 1980, ESCAPE FROM NEW YORK in the Summer of 1981, THE THING in the Summer of 1982, and CHRISTINE in the Fall of 1983.So now I'm anxious to see if Bayer's
version of A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET from the Spring of 2010 isn't as messed up as Zombie's version of HALLOWEEN that came out in the Summer of 2007 since remakes are never as good as the originals, including PSYCHO and CARRIE.3 people found this helpfulChristiReviewed in the United States on August 3, 2022Still love this movie
Verified purchaseMonsterZeroNJReviewed in the United States on February 22, 2019A true horror classic!Verified purchaseMuch like a dream...or a nightmare...A Nightmare on Elm St. is many things at once. It's one of the quintessential 80s horror flicks...defining a decade where horror was quite prolific...it gave birth to the legendary icon that is
Freddy Kruger (Robert Englund)...who now sits proudly among Frankenstein's monster and Count Dracula in the halls of horror... and it certainly is one of Wes Craven's best films, in a solid career of genre filmmaking. Most of all, it's a damn good horror flick!Wes Craven gives us a cast of likable teens haunted by the malevolent specter of a child
molester that their parents murdered after he was freed on a technicality. Now vengeance comes when they are at their most vulnerable...while they sleep. And that's what makes this work so well. We all know how vulnerable we are when we are sleeping and Craven uses that fear to not only draw the audience in, but present us with some unsettling
and spooky dream sequences where Freddy torments and then finishes off his victims. Craven also crafts a spooky boogie man who is a very frightening figure in his first outing, before becoming an anti-hero of sorts in the later sequels that got more humorous and outlandish as they went on.The lead cast is fairly solid including spunky Heather
Langenkamp as our heroine Nancy, Amanda Wyss as the ill-fated Tina, Nick Corri as Tina's delinquent boyfriend Rod, the always good John Saxon (and I am a BIG John Saxon fan!) as Nancy's sheriff father and a young unknown named Johnny Depp as Nancy's boyfriend Glen...not to forget Robert Englund chilling our bones as Freddy in a role that
would make him a horror film legend.The film isn't perfect, there is some very weak dialog peppered throughout and a few weak performances in the supporting cast especially Ronee Blakely who seems to be acting in another movie, or a soap opera, as Nancy's alcoholic mother. Langenkamp has a few weak moments early on, too, but as Nancy gets
stronger so does her performance. Flaws aside, the make-up and gore effects supporting our story are quite good and the dream sequences are visually effective and quite spooky, despite the limitations of a low budget. The film is loaded with chills and suspense and is still effective all these years and sequels later.Another trend setting horror and a
true classic that continues to find fans with each new generation. This series was a favorite of mine as the 80s horror franchises went, as the Halloween and Friday the 13th sequels just became redundant weapon of the month club features while the Elm Street films, even in their weakest installments, were continually inventive with their nightmare
sequences. Also stars the Insidious series' Lin Shaye as one of Nancy's teachers. A classic!-MonsterZero NJ14 people found this helpfulJeffrey T. MunsonReviewed in the United States on April 13, 2006"Whatever You Do, Don't Fall Asleep"Verified purchaseFamous horror director Wes Craven (Scream I,II,III) has created a horror movie masterpiece by
drawing on one of everyone's biggest fears: the nightmare. Many years ago, a child murderer named Fred Krueger (Robert Englund) killed more than twenty children. He somehow managed to escape prosecution, but the townspeople carried out their own brand of vigilante justice by trapping Fred inside a building and burning it to the ground.
Freddy was dead; or was he? Freddy has now come back to haunt a new generation of teenagers, this time in their dreams.The movie starts out with a dream sequence of Tina's (Amanda Wyss). She's being chased by a horribly-scarred man wearing knives for fingers. Fortunately for Tina, she wakes up before anything happens to her. When she
arrives at school the next day, she finds out that her friends Nancy (Heather Langenkamp), Glenn (Johnny Depp), and Rod (Jsu Garcia) have each had the very same dream about the same person.Tina asks her friends to spend the night so she won't have the same dream again, but after a wild lovemaking session with Rod, Tina begins to dream. This
time its different. Tina is thrashed around her room like a rag doll and large razor-like cuts appear on her chest. Rod, confused and upset, doesn't know what to do. Tina dies a violent death, but no one understands what happened. Rod is arrested for her murder. Nancy suspects that its Freddy and she sets out to prove it.Meanwhile, Glenn ends up
suffering the same fate as Tina did, and now Nancy and Glenn must fight to stay awake in order to survive. Nancy devises a plan to draw Freddy out of her dream with Glenn's help, but unfortunately Glenn falls asleep. Nancy is now the only one left. Will she succeed in catching Freddy, or will she suffer the same fate as her friends?This movie has
become a classic of the horror film genre, spawning several successful sequels while introducing us to one of the greatest horror movie villans of all-time: Freddy Krueger. Freddy rates right up with Jason Voorhies of Friday the 13th as perhaps the most menacing killer ever developed. The acting in the movie is very good. Ronee Blakley does an
especially good job as Nancy's mother Marge Thompson. Struggling with alcohol addiction and the guilt of keeping her involvement in Freddy's death from her daughter, her performance is one of the highlights of the film. Johnny Depp also does a good job in his very first acting role. Of course, who could top Robert Englund as Freddy?The special
effects are exciting to watch. Seeing Tina thrown about the room was very gruesome, and Freddy's make-up is genuinely scary. I give this movie my highest recommendation. This series has become a classic in the horror movie genre, and its just as scary now as when it was when this movie was released in 1984. Watch this movie and see the
introduction of one of the greatest horror movie characters of all-time.2 people found this helpfulAmazon CustomerReviewed in the United States on May 13, 2021Classic horrror film.Verified purchaseCaylinReviewed in the United States on July 6, 2022Has always been an awesome scary movieVerified purchaseSee all reviews
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